
ROSH HASHANA DAY 2 —SILVER LININGS 
 

In the book Silver Linings Playbook, written by Matthew Quick and made into an 
Academy Award nominated film starring Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper, the character 
Pat Solitano, played by Cooper says: “I don't want to stay in the bad place, where no one 
believes in silver linings or love or happy endings.”  

Continuing our theme of lessons we can learn from Covid 19, today we are going to look 
at the Silver Linings that have emerged during this dark and difficult time, because, as Quick 
also writes in the book: “Most people lose the ability to see silver linings even though they are 
always there above us almost every day.” And I figure if, on the 2nd day of Rosh Hashana you 
are still watching/listening/participating, you deserve to think about something a little more 
positive. Inverting the way a sermon usually works, I am going to share three of these Covid 
silver linings with you, after which we will look at our Torah and Haftarah portions to show that 
silver linings overcoming dark gray clouds is one of the key points in these portions as well.  

Silver Lining number one is that we got back to what is most important in life. Before the 
pandemic, how many of you said: “I should have spent the day with my family” or “I need to 
spend more time with my family.” I know that for me personally, at least before the pandemic 
hit, there are weeks where we rarely saw each other or communicated with one another. Karen 
leaves for school many days before I wake up. I might be on my daily run while Jonah emerges 
from his room for 5 minutes to grab breakfast and his books on the way to school. Micah is 
away at college and lives an entirely separate life. Well, if you wanted more time together you 
certainly got it. Sheltering in place forced us all to spend more time together, so much time that 
we often drove each other up a wall. I often complained that my kids were sitting around and 
doing nothing all day. Because they were. But at night, it was a different story. After we went to 
bed, the boys took over the house and created their own world. They made strange 
concoctions in the kitchen, microwave cakes. They both learned to play guitar. Jonah greatly 
improved his piano skills. Micah set up a recording studio in a hall closet. They stayed up talking 
and bonding into the wee hours of the morning. This is precious time they never would have 
had together, and when we are able to look back upon it in the future, that is one thing about 
the pandemic that they will appreciate.  

People did all kinds of new or old things during the shelter in place: learning to play a 
musical instrument, painting, writing poetry, baking. How many pictures did you see of people 
baking challah or sourdough bread? Nothing says “back to basics” more than the baking of 
bread.  

Before going on to Silver Lining #2, however, I want to acknowledge that, as the Grateful 
Dead once sang, “every silver lining has a touch of grey.”  What I have been describing so far is 
a silver lining for those of us who are lucky enough to have people to shelter in place with. For 
many, especially those who live alone, this has been an existentially lonely experience. They 
only wish they had people around to drive them up a wall. And back to basics has meant back 
to some very dark places. This has been borne out by statistics on suicide and depression. I just 
want to acknowledge this fact, and what I want to say to you, is if you need someone, please let 
me know. We have a cadre of volunteers who would love to just call you to say hello.  In any 
case, appreciating the basics in life, family, food, friendship, that’s Silver Lining number 1. 

Silver Lining #2 is watching heroes emerge, particularly those doctors and nurses who 
are a part of our congregation. According to a Jewish legend, at any given time there are 36 
people whose actions sustain the world. No one knows who they are. They themselves don’t 
know who they are, but if not for their actions, the world would collapse. We call them lamed 
vavniks, for the letters Lamed and Vav are the alphabetical equivalent of the number 36, which 
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is also double chai. Their lives are often characterized by suffering and humility. If you think you 
might be one of them, you’re not, because you’re clearly not sufficiently humble enough to be 
one. In any case, a few weeks into the pandemic, I decided to check in on our own heroes, the 
doctors and nurses, so I made a list and called them just to see how they were holding up as 
they were taking care of others. When I asked them how they were able to do what they were 
doing, most replied simply, “I’m just trying to do my job.” Talk about humble. How many do you 
think I came up with on my list? You guessed it—36. Now, it turns out I missed a few, but I also 
counted a few who are retired but I didn’t realize, so it was close. Then, as I am reading their 
names publicly on the stream on Shabbat thanking them, how many people do you think were 
watching on Youtube at that very moment? 36! Cue the Twilight Zone music. There were 
people watching on Facebook too, making the number higher, but still… I gave this sermon 
while we were reading from Leviticus, with the special rituals of the Priests around clothing, 
leprosy, disease, etc., and most of these physicians and nurses had developed their own similar 
rituals. They would come home, remove all their clothes, put them immediately into the 
washer, and then run up to shower before touching any surfaces or being in close physical 
proximity to their families. So this was Silver Lining #2, watching real heroes emerge. 

The third and final silver lining I want to mention is that the earth itself was given a break. I 
know it may not seem like it these past few weeks, with the orange apocalyptic skies and thick 
smoke that forced us inside, but early on in the pandemic, we hit a 30 year low in terms of 
greenhouse gas emissions because we were using so much less resources as a result of the shelter in 
place. Suddenly, you saw clear skies without smog in Los Angeles and Beijing, animals brazenly 
moving back onto city streets, bears and mountain lions and wolves. In my neighborhood it was the 
wild turkeys. I remember looking outside while I was filming one of my Gan Shabbats, and there 
were a couple of turkeys walking up our sidewalk like a pedestrian who belonged there, because at 
one time they probably did. And I was reminded of a computer game I used to play called Sim Earth. 
It was a fabulous game, and it rests on a theory that the earth itself is a living organism with its own 
instinct for survival. In the game, you would create a world, and you had the opportunity to make 
any class of creature as the sentient species on earth, not just mammals. It could be reptiles or 
amphibians, for instance. I had the most luck with amphibians, in fact. It wasn’t always easy to get 
the earth up and running, but if you did, it became almost impossible to destroy. You could send it 
earthquakes, tornadoes, wars, even monsters, but it would fight back by adapting, sometimes 
moving further or closer to the sun, sometimes killing off certain species or environments in order to 
sustain itself. Forgive the pseudo-science here from this non Scientist, but I wondered if this virus is 
partially a response by the earth to climate change and to the way we are taking or not taking care 
of the earth as human beings. Because we have forgotten one of the basic lessons of Judaism from 
Genesis 1 and the Psalms. As it says in Psalm 24: 

The earth is the Lord’s and its fullness thereof. The earth belongs to Hashem, not to us. Our job 
as humans in the short time we are here is merely to guard it and take care of it.  We saw a taste of what that 
could be like during the beginning of the pandemic. So the earth itself being given a pause is Silver Lining #3. 
 Back to what is most important in life, heroes emerging, and the earth receiving a pause 
are three silver linings to this awful pandemic. As I mentioned, it turns out that the Torah and 
Haftarah portions we read today essentially tell the same story of triumph emerging from 
tragedy, silver linings overtaking the darkness of the gray clouds. 
 The Torah reading, the Akedah, where Abraham nearly sacrifices his own son, is one of 
the most disturbing passages in the entire Torah. But after the sacrifice is called off, the angel of 
God calls “Avraham, Avraham,” and says:   
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By Myself I swear, because you have done this and have not withheld your son, I will bestow My 
blessing upon you and make your descendants as numerous as the stars of the heaven and the 
sands on the seashore, and your descendants shall seize the gates of their foes. All the nations 
of the earth shall bless themselves by your descendants.  

Out of near tragedy emerges triumph. The silver lining overshadows the dark gray cloud.  
 The Haftarah is from Jeremiah 31, who lived in a very dark time. He had a front row seat 
to the destruction of Jerusalem and the exile of the Jewish people by the Babylonians. So he 
imagines the exiles leaving Jerusalem and they pass by Kever Rachel, the grave of Rachel 
Imeinu, our foremother Rachel, who is the only one of the matriarchs not buried in Hebron but 
instead on the outskirts of Jerusalem. And the text says: 
 A cry is heard in Rama, wailing, bitter weeping. 
 Rachel weeping for her children. She refuses to be comforted. 
But then a few verses later: 
 Refrain your voice from weeping, your eyes from shedding tears. 
 For there is a reward for your labor. And there is hope for the future. 
 Again you shall plant vineyards on the hills of Samaria. 
 I will comfort them and cheer them in their grief. 
 I will turn their mourning to joy. 
Once again, out of tragedy emerges triumph, out of raw pain will come the redemption. The 
silver lining will overshadow the dark gray cloud.  
 And so may it be with us, our tragedy will eventually turn to triumph, our dark gray 
clouds will be overtaken by their silver linings. Please God, let it happen soon.  

 


